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ABSTRACT: Many multication perovskites for highly stable and
efficient solar cells benefit from rubidium iodide introduced in the
precursor solution. It is well-known that Rb+ influences positively the
optoelectronic and mobility properties and has a direct effect upon
crystallization and halide homogenization. As Rb+ is often
incorporated by adding RbI in the precursor solution, it can be
difficult to distinguish the influence of Rb+ and I− separately. Herein,
we report a postpassivation of methylammonium-free (CsFA)
perovskite films with rubidium butyrate (RbBu). The passivation
with RbBu increases the hydrophobicity of the perovskite surface and
passivates shallow and deep traps, leading to an increase of charge-
carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths. Consequently, a better
photovoltaic performance is also observed. These superior properties
are attributed to both surface (halide-vacancy) and grain-boundary passivation by the carboxylate group and Rb+, respectively. We
found that Rb+ itself acts as a direct and powerful passivating agent for multication perovskites, and this is proven by decoupling its
contribution and halide’s contribution to other important performance parameters (e.g., crystallization, halide vacancies filling, etc.).
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Lead halide perovskites (LHPs) are an emerging class of
materials that have drawn enormous attention from the

scientific and engineering communities. Their tolerance to
defects, long carrier lifetimes and diffusion lengths,1−3 high
absorption coefficients,4 and composition-tunable bandgaps5

are among the most remarkable of their properties. In addition,
LHPs present easy processability, low production cost, and
adaptability to flexible substrates, which make them promising
materials for photonic devices such as solar cells, light-emitting
diodes, lasers, and detectors. The power conversion efficiency
(PCE) of perovskite-based solar cells (PSCs) has increased
from 3.9%6 to 25.2%7 on a lab-scale in a short period of time.
The most efficient and promising perovskites (ABX3) are

composed of a mixture of organic cations such as
methylammonium (MA+) and formamidinium (FA+) with
small amounts of cesium (Cs+) on the A-site; Pb2+ on the B-
site; and iodide (I−) and bromide (Br−) anions on the X-site.
PSCs based on these compositions have reached a PCE above
20%.8−10 Also, the incorporation of small amounts (≈5%) of
alkali metal ions (Li+, Na+, K+, and Rb+) have improved even
further the photovoltaic performance and stability.11,12 Doping
with the alkali metal Rb+ was first introduced by Saliba et al.13

for CsFAMAPb(I/Br) perovskite, with solar cells reaching a
PCE of 21.6%. The better performance in comparison with the
reference device was reached mainly by an increase in the open
circuit potential voltage, indicating a reduction in charge-

carrier recombination as observed for other compositions with
Rb+ as well.14−18 Hu et al.19 showed that the superior
performance of Rb+ when incorporated in the perovskite could
be assigned to the reduction of traps and enhancement of the
charge-carrier mobility. Using solid-state NMR, Kubicki et al.20

found no proof that Rb+ was incorporated into the perovskite
structure, but it occurred as a RbPb(IxBr1−x)3 second phase,
confirmed later by other studies.21,22 On the other hand, Cao
et al.23 experimentally demonstrated a lattice expansion when
Rb+ is incorporated to CsFAMA indicating an interstitial
occupancy. Density function theory (DFT) calculations
supported interstitial positioning of Rb+ and other smaller
cations (K+, Na+, and Li+), but only Rb+ is predicted to
occupy, in minor extension, the A-site. Docampo et al.21

observed the same lattice expansion for Rb+ incorporation;
however, they attributed this effect to a reduction of Br− in the
perovskite by the formation of a Br-rich RbPb(IxBr1−x)3 second
phase, inducing the formation of I-rich bulk perovskite with
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larger lattice parameters. Opposing the latter two works, Tang
et al.24 reported no lattice changes when Rb+ was incorporated
into FAMA; however, they observed lattice expansion for Li+,
Na+, and K+ in agreement with the work of Cao et al.23

Interestingly, Qiao et al.25 theoretically studied the introduc-
tion of alkali metal together with interstitial iodide, which is
well-known to create deep traps; they concluded that these
traps can be eliminated by alkali addition. It is clear that,
besides the positive effects of the Rb+, the real mechanism that
leads to the superior optoelectronic properties has not been
fully unravelled yet.
Furthermore, so far, all studies on Rb-modified perovskites

were carried out by the introduction of RbI in the perovskite
precursor solution, complicating a distinction between the

contribution from the alkali cation and the halide. In situ
grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS)
analysis during spin coating preparation confirmed that the
addition of RbI in the perovskite solution reduces the
formation of nonperovskite, hexagonal phases (2H, 4H, and
6H), improving the performances of the devices.26,27 In other
words, RbI plays an important role in dictating the
intermediates and, consequently, the crystallization paths.
This happens because the colloidal size of the polyhalides,
which are initially formed, depends on the proportion of cation
and halide (excess of MAI, MACl) or halide acids (addition of
HBr, HI) used in the precursor solution.28−30 Moreover, the
higher amount of the halide introduced together with Rb+ can
fill the halide vacancies, further improving the optoelectronic

Figure 1. (a) Molecular structure of the rubidium butyrate (RbBu); (b) schematic representation of the perovskite passivation by RbBu; (c) XRD
patterns of the pristine and passivated perovskite films; (d) SEM images; (e) contact angle images; (f) contact angle as a function of the RbBu
concentration; and (g) scheme showing the effect of the RbBu passivation as the concentration of RbBu increases.
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properties.31 Yang et al.32 showed that the introduction of
additional iodide ions into the organic cation solution
decreases the concentration of deep-level defects. Recently,
Correa-Baena et al.33 found that the addition of RbI has led to
halide homogenization, which coincides with long-lived
charge-carrier decays, revealing an effect not directly related
to Rb+ alone.
Analyzing the aforementioned publications raises the

question if the improved optoelectronic properties observed
by the addition of RbI come from the direct passivation by Rb+

and I− (or both) and/or from an effect on the crystallization
and film formation. To definitively assign the benefits of Rb+

incorporation, we prepared an isopropanol-soluble rubidium
butyrate (RbBu) and used postpassivation of the
Cs0.10FA0.90Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3 perovskite. This approach allowed
us to visualize the effect of the Rb+ and the anion without their
influence on the perovskite crystallization and final morphol-
ogy. The XRD analysis revealed no change in the bulk
perovskite by passivation and the formation of the δ-
RbPb(BrxI1−x)3 side phase only when a higher concentration
of RbBu was used. The Bu− passivation at the surface was
evidenced by the increase in contact angle and higher moisture
resistance due to the hydrophobic character of the butyrate
carbon chain. RbBu passivation also reduced the trap density,
increasing the charge carriers lifetime and diffusion length and
leading to better device performance with reduced hysteresis.
The charge-carrier diffusion lengths increased from 3.69 to
5.00 μm, when comparing pristine and 5 mM passivated
samples, respectively. This improvement was attributed to Bu−

passivation of the undercoordinated Pb2+ (halide vacancies) at
the film surface and Rb+ passivation of deep traps located at
grain boundaries. Our studies reveal the positive role of the

Rb+ in grain boundary passivation unrelated to other
ambiguous effects such as crystallization.
To perform the perovskite passivation with Rb, rubidium

butyrate salt (RbBu, Figure 1a) was synthesized as described in
the Supporting Information. Unlike RbI, which is insoluble,
RbBu presents high solubility in isopropanol (IPA). This
allows a postpassivation of the bulk perovskite, similar to the
method used for other passivating studies.34−36 RbBu was
dissolved in different concentrations (1, 5, 10, 50, and 100
mM) in IPA and dripped on the pristine Cs0.10FA0.90Pb-
(Br0.17I0.83)3 perovskite film during spin coating. Afterward, the
films were thermally annealed to complete the passivation
(Figure 1b).
Figure 1c shows the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the

pristine (RbBu-0) and RbBu-modified (RbBu-X, X = the
concentration of RbBu in IPA) perovskite films obtained by
grazing-incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering. The RbBu-0
pattern reveals peaks from the pseudocubic perovskite at q =
10.03, 14.17, and 17.35 nm−1, consistent with previous
reports.37 The peak from PbI2 at q = 9.04 nm−1 is also
observed due to an excess of PbI2 intentionally introduced
during the perovskite preparation. It is well-known that excess
of PbI2 improves the perovskite film quality.38−40 With RbBu
passivation, the peaks from the perovskite remain unchanged
with no peak shift (see Figure S1). This indicates that Rb+ is
not incorporated into the interstitial sites of the bulk
perovskite, unlike the report by Cao et al.,23 where addition
of 2% of RbI into the perovskite solution led to a peak shift.
Therefore, we expect to find Rb+ mainly on the surface,
between grain boundaries, or in very low concentrations inside
of the crystal lattice, which is not detectable by XRD analysis.
The peak from PbI2 increases, reaching its maximum for RbBu-

Figure 2. (a) PL (λexc = 442 nm, CW) spectra; (b and c) charge-carrier dynamics revealed by TRPL on films without and with Spiro-OMeTAD,
respectively (λexc = 440 nm, F = 9.7 nJ cm−2); (d) charge-carrier lifetimes as a function of RbBu concentration; (e) electron−hole sum mobilities
from optical-pump terahertz-probe (OPTP) measurements; data was acquired for either front or back excitation of the films; (f) charge-carrier
diffusion lengths considering front face excitation as a function of RbBu concentration; and (g) schematic representations of the passivation by
RbBu.
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5, and then decreases. The increase of the PbI2 peak intensity
is attributed to partial dissolution of the FA molecules on the
surface of the perovskite films by IPA during the post-
passivation treatment, as suggested by Yoo et al. for 2D/3D
perovskite surface treatment.41 For the sample RbBu-50, small
peaks at q = 7.22, ∼9.50 and ∼19.00 nm−1, attributed to
nonperovskite phase δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3, emerged, indicating
that, above a certain concentration, Rb+ reacts with excess of
PbI2, forming δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3 detectable by XRD. The
surface morphology of the samples was evaluated by scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and the images are shown in
Figure 1d. The morphology of RbBu-0 perovskite reveals
grains with sizes between 0.4 and 1.2 μm. The application of
up to 10 mM of RbBu did not significantly change the
morphology of the films; however, the RbBu-50 and RbBu-100
samples present rod-like crystals. We assign these structures to
δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3, in accordance with the XRD and supported
by solid-state 87Rb-MAS NMR analyses for the RbBu-100
sample (Figure S2 and Supporting Text 1).
Besides Rb+, it is expected that the butyrate anion plays an

important role in both passivation and hydrophobicity of the
films. To evaluate the butyrate effect on the hydrophobicity,
we measured the contact angle for all samples. Figure 1e,f
shows the images of water droplets on the perovskite surface
and the contact angle variation with different concentrations of
RbBu, respectively. The variation to higher contact angles
clearly reveals an increase in hydrophobicity after RbBu
passivation, with the maximum angle obtained for RbBu-10
(95°). Additionally, the Supporting Video 1 shows a persistent
water-repellent effect in the RbBu-10 sample, in contrast to
that in the RbBu-0 sample. While the post-treated sample
persists with the water drop at an angle of ∼90° during the
entire recording time, the water drops spread over the film
instantly in the nonmodified sample. For higher concentrations
of RbBu (RbBu-50 and RbBu-100), the contact angle
decreases; this change may be related to the formation of δ-
RbPb(BrxI1−x)3, which increases the hydrophilicity of the films.
The water repellent property was also confirmed by sample
exposition to ambient conditions for 2 weeks as shown in
Figure S3. Even the lower concentration of RbBu led to an
improvement of the perovskite stability against ambient
moisture, and the most resistant film was RbBu-10, which
presented the higher contact angle. Figure 1g summarizes the
RbBu passivation in relation to its concentration during
preparation. For the intermediate concentration of RbBu, the
Bu anion is bonded on the surface, leading to a hydrophobic
character; however, for high concentrations, the formation of
δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3 takes place, leading to a hydrophilic
character.
The optical properties and the charge-carrier dynamics of

the pristine and modified films with RbBu were evaluated by
steady-state absorption and steady-state photoluminescence
(PL), as well as time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL)
transients acquired by time-correlated single-photon counting
(TCSPC) measurements. The addition of RbBu on the surface
of the perovskite films leads to a discrete blue-shift in the band-
edge of their absorption spectra, yielding an isosbestic point at
λabs = 740 nm (Figure S4). Similarly, the PL spectra (Figure
2a) of the modified perovskite thin films exhibited a small blue-
shift (about 10 nm) at its maximum photoluminescence
wavelength (λPL) with the increment of the RbBu content
(λPL(RbBu-0) = 766 nm to λPL(RbBu-100) = 756 nm). This

blue-shift and the isosbestic point in the UV−vis spectra are
probably related to the formation of δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3.
Commonly, the total charge-carrier recombination in LHPs

is described by a high-order dynamics equation, where the
charge-carrier density (n) is a time (t) function controlled by
the monomolecular trap-assisted, bimolecular band-to-band,
and Auger recombination phenomena.42 Nevertheless, it is
well-known that the contribution of the high-order charge-
carrier dynamics cannot be accessed at low-fluence regimes,
due to the low charge-carrier density generated by the
excitation,43 as in our time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) experiments (F = 9.7 nJ cm−2, n0 ≈ 1014 cm−3).
Thus, a single-exponential emission decay should be observed
from the TCSPC. However, a monoexponential function does
not adequately represent the TRPL decays (Figure 2b) due to
the disorder of the perovskite films (i.e., grain size distribution,
multication composition, Br- and I-rich phase segregation, high
density of trap-states, etc.) and processing conditions, in
addition to effects of diffusion dynamics. Therefore, a stretched
exponential decay function was used to extract the charge-
carrier lifetimes, and the details of the fit are in the Supporting
Text 2 and Table S1.
As a general trend, the addition of the RbBu additive

increases the charge carrier lifetime, and the RbBu-5
composition exhibited the maximum lifetime (τS = 210 ns),
an enhancement of about 25% in relation to the lifetime of
nonmodified LHP (τS = 168 ns). Above this concentration
(RbBu-10 and higher), the charge carrier lifetime decreases
until τS = 134 ns (RbBu-100; see Table S1). An enhancement
of the emission lifetime was already observed for mixed-halide
perovskites as a function of the RbI content in alloyed LHP,
and our results corroborate with their findings.33 In addition,
Figure 2c presents the TRPL decays of the RbBu-0 and RbBu-
5 samples with a layer of the HTM on the top of the film. A
more efficient hole extraction can be observed in the RbBu
modified films when the Spiro-OMeTAD layer is present, in
comparison to the nonmodified film. The faster PL decay in
the RbBu-5 sample is directly related to the decrease of the
interface mismatching between the perovskite surface and the
HTM organic layer. The presence of the Bu− anions on the
surface of the grains (Figure 2g) improves the compatibility of
the Spiro-OMeTAD layer with the perovskite material.
To further understand the effect of Rb+ we performed

additional PL measurements. We prepared perovskite films
adding RbBu and RbI (5%) inside the perovskite precursor
solution. Figure 3 compares the TRPL of pristine perovskite

Figure 3. Comparison between TRPL decays of RbBu-0, RbBu-5,
CsFA + 5% RbI in solution, and CsFA + 5% RbBu in solution (λexc =
440 nm; λPL = 760 nm; F = 9.7 nJ cm−2).
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(RbBu-0), perovskite with RbBu post-passivation (RbBu-5),
RbBu inside the solution (CsFA + 5% RbBu), and RbI inside
the solution (CsFA + 5% RbI). Because of the insolubility of
RbI in IPA, it was not possible to carry out a postpassivation
similar to RbBu. As expected, the addition of RbI inside
solution increased the lifetime similar to RbBu-5 passivation
(τs(CsFA+5%RbI) = 211 ns). Interestingly, the addition of RbBu
inside the perovskite solution led to a slight increase of the
lifetime in comparison to the pristine sample (τs(CsFA+5%RbBu) =
172 ns), but it is not comparable to that of the RbBu-5 and
CsFA + 5% RbI, indicating that the halide anion is also
contributing to defect passivation.
To investigate the effect of the RbBu on the charge

transport, we carried out the optical-pump terahertz probe
(OPTP) and extracted the THz charge-carrier mobility (μ)
values, following the method described by Wehrenfennig et
al.44 The OPTP measurements were performed with photo-
excitation from either the perovskite film side (front) or on the
substrate side (back), and the values of the electron−hole sum
mobilities obtained are depicted in Figure 2e. The 400 nm
photoexcitation employed results in an initial concentration of
charge carriers close to the illuminated side. Thus, the
measurements performed for excitation from either side of
the film can selectively probe the carrier mobilities in the
vicinity of each passivated or nonpassivated surface.45 As a
general trend, the electron−hole sum mobility drops with the
passivation, from μ(0mM) = 31.9 ± 1.2 cm2 V−1 s−1 to μ(100mM) =
12.9 ± 2.1 cm2 V−1 s−1, exhibiting a dependence of the RbBu
concentration, mainly for the front-face photoexcitation
measurements. A decrease of the μ values can also be observed
for the measurements performed on the back-face excitation
conditions, however, to a much lower extent (μ(0mM) = 39.1 ±
0.9 cm2 V−1 s−1 → μ(100mM) = 33.4 ± 0.3 cm2 V−1 s−1). It
reveals that RbBu can penetrate in the film but the most
remains near the surface of the perovskite film.
Taking into account the balance between the decrease of the

trap-assisted recombination rates (k1), the decrease of the
charge-carrier mobility on the perovskite films, and how these
effects impact the PSCs performance, a useful quantity to state
the overall improvement of the devices is the diffusion length
(LD) of the charge-carriers. LD values were estimated from eq
1:

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzzL

k T
ekD

B

1

1/2
μ

=
(1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, and
e is the elementary charge. At low fluence regimes and charge-
carrier lifetimes varying from 100 ns < τS < 1000 ns (106 s−1 <
k1 < 107 s−1), LD has a minor dependence on the charge-carrier
density (n).44 In this way, the total charge-carrier recombina-
tion rate can be approximated to be k1, and the obtained values
of LD are summarized in Figure 2f and Table S1. As a general
trend, the LD values of the modified thin films with RbBu
increase with the surface passivation up to the concentration of
5 mM, from LD(0mM) = 3.69 μm to LD(5mM) = 5.00 μm. Above
that concentration, the charge-carrier diffusion length
decreases to values (LD(100mM) = 2.10 μm) lower than those
for the nonmodified perovskite. The trend observed for the
charge-carrier dynamics indicates that the ideal concentration
of the RbBu surface additive is 5 mM.
It is clear from our data that the charge-carrier dynamics

change after RbBu passivation. As pointed out earlier, the

choice of a postpassivation by a nonhalide Rb+ precursor was
intended to separate the influence of the alkali metal and the
halide on passivation as well as on the perovskite crystallization
and morphology. The Bu− anion is expected to behave
differently when compared with the halides (I and Br). Bu−

presents a carboxyl group (COO−) with the negative charge
distributed on the two oxygen atoms (see Figure S9) bonded
to an inert carbon chain. Hence, Bu− anions (VBu = 137 Å3; see
DFT calculations in the SI) are larger than iodide and bromide
(VI

− = 44 Å3 and VBr
− = 31.5 Å3). Because of their larger size, it

is not expected that Bu− ions penetrate the bulk perovskite and
occupy halide vacancies or interstitials. Recently, Park et al.46

reported that carboxylic acids do not penetrate metal halide
perovskite, remaining mainly on the surface. In our study, the
decrease in the charge-carrier mobility upon RbBu incorpo-
ration can only be attributed to the insulating character of the
Bu−.
Despite the fact that Bu− anions remain mainly on the

surface, passivating the undercoordinated Pb2+ cations, some of
them may penetrate between the grain boundaries (Figure 2g).
In our case, Bu− anions incorporated in between the grains
seem to hinder the charge carrier mobility, as observed in the
OPTP measurements. Regardless of causing a minimal impact
on mobility, the synergistic effect of Pb−Bu passivation and
the increase in the hydrophobicity, which improves stability
against moisture (Figure S3), are important benefits revealed
by our approach.
The intermediate size of Rb+ allows it to occupy interstitials

or the A-site.23 Our XRD analysis shows no shifts in the peak
positions or lattice expansion, indicating that Rb+ seems not to
be incorporated into the bulk. However, the higher charge-
carrier lifetimes and diffusion length after passivation indicate
the possibility that deep traps are being passivated. Recent
studies have reported that the main portion of the traps in
mixed halide perovskites is located between grains with
inhomogeneous Br and I distribution.47,48 Theoretical studies
have demonstrated that the main defects formed in perovskites
are interstitial halogen (Ii and Bri) defects and vacancies of lead
(VPb) and halides (VI or VBr).

49,50 Among them, Ii (or Bri) is
more detrimental and can significantly trap holes.50−52

Deactivation of interstitial iodide deep traps was proposed
when PCBM and oxygen interact with these defects.53−55 We
propose that a possible mechanism for Rb+ passivation is its
binding to Ii (or Bri) at grain boundaries, which leads to a
decrease in the hole-trap density by the formation of shallower
states and, consequently, a lower hole trapping rate. This
hypothesis is supported by a theoretical study which showed
that alkali metals eliminate the deep traps in contact with
interstitial halide defects.25 To get more insight into RbBu
passivation we carried out X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), and the results are discussed in more detail in
Supplementary Text 3. In general, the Rb+ peaks emerged in
sample RbBu-10 with one component, and another emerged
for samples RbBu-50 and RbBu-100. The first component
observed may be attributed to Rb+ passivating the interstitial
halide defects and the second to δ-RbPb(BrxI1−x)3 also
observed in XRD analysis.
Figure 2g (left side) schematically shows the location of the

traps between the grain boundaries and also the halide
vacancies at the surface that lead to undercoordinated Pb2+.
After the treatment with RbBu, these traps are passivated
(Figure 2g, right side), and the Bu− species tend to remain on
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the surface, whereas Rb+ is expected to penetrate further in the
structure.
In summary, perovskite postpassivation with RbBu results in

charges that diffuse longer because of Rb+ defect passivation
but with lower mobility. The negative effect on the mobility is
caused by the insulating nature of the butyrate anions. In other
words, the effect on the charge diffusion length LD caused by
Rb+ addition surpasses the negative contribution in the
mobility from the butyrate anion. In addition, it is clear that
Rb+ alone does not improve the optoelectronic properties of
the perovskite, and the anion also plays an important role when
the salts are added inside the solution. It is important to point
out that the exact passivation mechanism that leads to higher
charge diffusion length in this work is not clear, and further
studies are necessary.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the RbBu passivation in the

PSC performance and stability, we fabricated and characterized
PSCs with planar architecture as shown in Figure 4a (glass|
FTO|SnO2|perovskite|Spiro-OMeTAD|Au). For an accurate
characterization, all devices were measured in backward and
forward scanning and at maximum power point (MPP) for 1
min. The results are summarized in Figure 4b−i and Table S2.
The best control PSC (RbBu-0) reached 16.7% (15.5 ± 0.7%)
and 18.1% (16.9 ± 0.8%) for forward and backward scans,
respectively. While the short-circuit current densities of the
modified samples are comparable with the control PSC (Figure
4g), the Voc and FF increased with passivation, leading to
better PCE and reduced hysteresis. The maximum PCE was

obtained for RbBu-5, yielding 17.9 (17.7 ± 0.2%) and 18.0%
(17.6 ± 0.3%), for forward and backward scans, respectively.
The best RbBu-5 PSC is shown in Figure 4c. Also, superior
reproducibility of the devices was observed for devices where
the perovskite film underwent passivation. Despite the modest
improvement in PCE from JV scans, the PCE measured at
MPP after 1 min, shown in Figure 4h, reveals a superior
performance of the devices with passivation. RbBu-0 reached
the average PCE at MPP of 13.9 ± 1.8%, while RbBu-5
reached a lower limit of 17.2 ± 0.2%. The increase in Voc
corroborates the TRPL analysis where the charge-carrier
lifetime increased with RbBu passivation. It is expected that
a reduction in mobility increases hysteresis.22,56 However, we
observed a decrease in the hysteresis, even for the sample with
the smallest carrier mobility. We hypothesize that the carrier
mobility is compensated by the reduction of surface trap states
and because of the increase in hole extraction by Spiro-
OMeTAD, as shown in the TRPL measurements (Figure
2b,c). It seems that the passivation has improved the
wettability of the perovskite interface toward the HTM layer.
The device stability was verified by the performance at

maximum power point (MPP) under continuous illumination
in an inert atmosphere (N2). Figure S10a shows the results for
CsFA perovskite during 120 h. The passivated perovskite
device performed better initially; however, after 120 h, the
PCE was similar for both devices. We also prepared devices
with CsFAMA perovskite (Figure S10b) to verify the effect of
the perovskite composition, and the results revealed a similar

Figure 4. (a) Device architecture of n-i-p planar PSCs; J−V characteristics of (b) RbBu-0 and (c) RbBu-5 champion devices in forward and
backward scans; (d) PCE; (e) Voc; (f) FF; (g) Jsc statistics for PSCs; (h) PCE at MPP after 1 min of stabilization; and (i) hysteresis index.
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trend: the passivated device yielded higher PCE in the first
hours of testing but reduced to a similar performance after 60
h. Despite the clear improvement in perovskite film stability
(Figure S3) and performance of the freshly RbBu-passivated
devices, the long-term stability had no clear improvement.
Carboxyl group passivation in perovskites is scarce and only
reported for more complex molecules and, normally, in the
protonated form.46,57−60 Many studies do not present stability
tests and, when presented, are not comparable and not carried
out with continuous illumination and/or at MPP. Mostly, the
perovskite passivation (introduced into solution or in a
postpassivation treatment) is done using halide compounds,
which reduces the halide vacancies in parallel with cation
passivation or 2D layer formation. These approaches reduce
halide diffusion in the bulk and at the interfaces of the
perovskites, preventing device degradation under opera-
tion.61,62 As discussed previously, it is not expected that the
butyrate anions fill the halide vacancies in the bulk but rather
on the surface; consequently, similar degradation may occur
for the pristine and passivated perovskites. Another possibility
is that the butyrate anions can be removed from the surface
because of weak COO−−Pb2+ bonds. The chemical bond
between Bu− and perovskite can be rationalized using the
Pearson acid−base concept. The carboxyl group of Bu− is a
hard base, and Pb2+ is a borderline acid; therefore, a strong
interaction is not expected. This behavior can indicate that Bu−

is weakly bonded to the perovskite surface, consequently, with
a weak capacity to passivate and protect the surface under
continuous illumination conditions with applied bias.
In conclusion, a new postpassivation method with

isopropanol-soluble rubidium butyrate was applied to mixed-
halide, mixed-cation perovskite thin films. This method
allowed us to passivate the perovskite with Rb+ without the
influence of both the cation and the anion on crystallization
and morphology that is encountered when RbI is added to the
precursor solution, as had been widely reported previously.
The passivation with RbBu led to an increase in the
hydrophobicity of the perovskite film according to contact
angle measurements and improved stability against moisture,
effects attributed to the insulating nature of Bu− on the film
surface. The presence of the Bu− also induces a decrease in the
charge-carrier mobility upon passivation. However, the charge-
carrier lifetime and diffusion length increased with passivation,
indicating a reduction of trap states in perovskite. Since the
Bu− cannot penetrate deeply in the bulk perovskite, the higher
diffusion length is mainly attributed to Rb+ and confirms the
Rb+ passivation, eliminating possible indirect effects on
perovskite formation when it is added to the solution. These
changes impact the photovoltaic performance of the devices:
we observed a considerable PCE enhancement for the
modified device, according to MPP experiments, mainly
owing to the decrease of the device’s hysteresis and the trap-
assisted recombination rate. However, no clear evidence of the
PSC stability improvement could be observed in our
experiments, probably because of the weak interaction between
Pb2+ and Bu−.
Our work indicates that alkali metal postpassivation by

isopropanol-soluble salts is a new strategy to reach similar and
positive outcomes compared to the standard methods of LHP
fabrication, with an additional gain in separating the effect of
both cation and anion on the optoelectronic properties as well
their influence on perovskite formation/crystallization. This
method can also be easily extended to other alkali cations with

different counterions to provide a clear understanding of the
role of these small cations on multication perovskite properties.
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